JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. Laser traps hold atoms in a small space, usually a few millimeters across or less, and laser cooling techniques slow atoms enough that scientists can get a good close look at them (see box). In the past year, the field has exploded with one new advance after another, as researchers have learned to manipulate atoms in ways that no one had imagined even 5 years ago. Their repertoire now includes atom fountains, atom funnels, and even atom trampolines, as well as the ringshaped dance seen at JILA.
Mysterious ring. Cesium atoms dance in a laser trap
The ring is about 0. 7 centimeters across. they interacted with each other only through collisions. But past 40,000, something strange happened. As more atoms were injected into the trap, the sphere started to expand, just as if the atoms were repelling each other by some long-range force. And when the number of atoms in the trap hit about 100 million, the sphere suddenly transformed into a small core with a large ring orbiting it at about 100 revolutions per second.
To explain that behavior, the researchers had to understand exactly what was happening in their laser trap. The experimental setup was similar to those used by other workers in the field. Cesium atoms from an atomic beam were slowed down by a carefiully tuned laser directed against their motion and then caught in a combination magnetic-optical trap.
Both laser slowing and laser trapping work on the same principle: Photons striking an atom exert a small push on it, and enough photons together can move an atom around. Workers in the field compare it to moving a bowling ball around by throwing ping pong balls at it. The trick is that the lasers must be tuned to certain frequencies, called resonance frequencies, because the atoms absorb light only at those frequencies.
The reason the sphere of cesium atoms grew once it had more than 40,000 atoms was rather simple. Each time an atom absorbs a photon, it emits a second photon a short time later. Most of these emitted photons leave the trap, so that the collection of atoms is visible as a tiny glowing ball. But some of the emitted photons are absorbed by a second atom, pushing it away from the first. This "radiation trapping" creates a repulsive force between the atoms in the trap that becomes stronger as the density of atoms grows. "We knew radiation trapping had to be there," Walker recalls. "But we didn't know how much influence it would have." The surprise was that it was powerful enough to dilate the sphere of atoms so much.
Explaining why the atoms in the trap should spontaneously form a ringed system was harder. The JILA team figured out that once the trap has about 100 million atoms in it, the repelling forces between the atoms nearly cancel out the forces holding them at the center of the trap, and the system becomes unstable. If the lasers of the trap are misaligned slightly in a particular way, it creates an off-center force that pushes many of the atoms into a ring circling the inner core. The discovery is unlikely to have any practical applications, but it is fascinating to physicists because it reveals a complicated, unexpected behavior that arises in a relatively simple system. Meanwhile at Stanford University, Steven Chu and colleagues are using a combination of lasers and magnetic fields to put atoms through a variety of maneuvers. The most striking is an "atomic fountain," first produced last summer. In those experiments, the Stanford workers caught sodium atoms in a magnetic-optical trap, tumed off the trap, and slowed them down-thereby cooling them-with a six-laser configuration called "optical molasses" (see box). After the atoms were chilled to 50 [LK, the researchers shut off the molasses and fired laser pulses at the atoms from below. Like water in a fountain, the atoms shot up gently until the force of gravity pulled them back down.
Such an atomic fountain could play a role in making atomic clocks more accurate, Chu says. These clocks work by measuring the resonance frequency of a particular atom, such as cesium, and the precision of the measurement depends in part on the length of time over which it is taken. By pushing the atoms up in a fountain, the researchers had a full 0.25 second to study them outside the perturbing effects of electric or magnetic fields. The result was a measurement of the atoms transition frequency to within 2 hertz, as compared to the 26-hertz precision of the present U.S. time standard.
This April, the Stanford group reported an "atom funnel" that produces a In the past few weeks, two research teams have cooled gases of cesium atoms down to a few milionths of a degree above absolute zero, or about one-tenth the previous record low of 30 FLK. The work illustrates how quickly the field of laser cooling and trapping is moving: Just 2 years ago, it was generally accepted that such a sample could not be cooled to below 120 ,uK, and now at least one worker is predicting he can beat today's lowest temperature by a factor of a million. That record is now held by Alain Aspect, Christophe Salomon, Jean Dalibard, and Claude Cohen-Tannoudji of the Ecole Nornale Superieure in Paris, who have cooled a sample of cesium atoms to a chilly 2.5 ,uK. Independently, Carl Wieman and coworkers at the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics (JILA) in Boulder, Colorado, have reached 5 jiK. Both groups used a laser technique called "optical molasses" to slow down the movements of the cesium atoms. Since the temperature of a material is directly related to the average speed of the atoms in the material, reducing the atoms' velocities means cooling the sample.
The "molasses" is actually a region of intense laser light formed by aiming six lasers at a single spot. If an atom inside that region tries to move in any direction-up, down, right, left, forward, or back-it is opposed by the light from one of the lasers, which pushes against it and slows it down. The laser light has the same effect on the atom as a pool of molasses has on a trapped marble-no mater what direction the marble tries to roll, the molasses holds it back.
The lasers are tuned to a frequency slightly below the atom's resonance frequency, and when an atom moves toward a laser, the Doppler effect causes the light from that laser to appear at a slightly higher frequency to the atom. This upward shift in frequency brings the laser close to the resonance frequency of the atom, which makes the atom absorb more photons from that laser, slowing the atom back down.
Researchers at AT&T Bell Labs first developed this technique in 1985, cooling sodium atoms to 240 ixK. At the time, they believed this was the best that could be done. Each time an atom in the molasses absorbs a photon of laser light, it emits a second photon rather quickly, giving a small random push to the atom. The motion thus created works against the molasses effect. Theorists calculated that this would limit the cooling of sodium atoms to 240 ,uK, and of cesium atoms to 120 ,uK.
In 1988, however, researchers at the National Institute of Standards and Technology in Gaithersburg, Maryland, announced tat they had cooled a gas of sodium atoms to 43 p,K (Science, 26 August 1988, p. 1041). It took several months for theorists to figure out how this could be. In late 1988, Steven Chu at Stanford University and, independently, Dalibard and Cohen-Tannoudji in Paris showed that the cooling could be explained by several subtle effects involving the polarization of the lasers and "optical pumping,' where lasers force atoms into particular quantum states.
Following this theoretical lead, the groups in Paris and Colorado were both able to cool cesium atoms alnost to the "recoil limi"-the velocity produced by the emission of a single photon. And the Colorado group took the process one step fiuther. Until now, there has always been a trade-off between trapping and cooling. The atoms in laser traps cannot be cooled lower than about 300 PK, and atoms in optical molasses leak out of it quite quickly-within a fraction of a second. Wieman gets around this by first cooling the atoms to a few microkelvin in the molasses, then turning off the molasses and catching the atoms in a magnetic trap that does not heat them. "We can study teem at our leisure," Wieman says.
One practical application of cooling atoms could be increased accuracy for atomic clocks. Such clocks are based on the frequency of light absorbed by cesium atoms. If the atoms are moving, the Doppler effect shifts the frequency of the absorbed light to various degrees, depending on the atoms' velocities. This limits the accuracy of the measurement. The colder the atoms, the less they move, and the more accurately the resonance frequency can be measured.
How cold can atoms go? "There is no lImit," Chu says. He is now working toward creating a packet of atoms with almost identical velocities. For all practical purposes this is eqwvalent to cooling a sample to near absolute zero, because there is no real physical diference between a collection of atoms moving together at the same velocity and a collection of atoms all sitting still. His goal is to get a velocity spread of 1 picokelvin, or a trillionth of a degree. Now that's cold. * L*P.
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act-with each other, with light, and with the rest of the world. One area in which researchers have already seen some new physics is in slow collisions. At room temperature, atoms in a gas move at several hundred meters per second. When two atoms collide at these speeds, they bounce off one another like billiard balls. But near absolute zero, the atoms are moving at about 10 centimeters per second and collisions proceed much more slowly, which allows quantum effects to appear. For example, Wieman and colleagues at JILA have studied collisions between cesium atoms held in a laser trap at around 250 ,uK. At this temperature, a collision between two cesium atoms stretches over about 30 nanoseconds, which is approximately the same amount of time it takes a cesium atom to enough that if one of the atoms is in an excited state, it can emit a photon in the middle of bouncing off the other atom. These quantum effects not only modify the way two atoms collide but actually affect the probability of a collision occurring. Theorists Alan Gallagher of JILA and David Pritchard of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have a rough model that is "probably close to correct," Walker says, but the fine points of the collisions are still not understood.
One reason more labs aren't doing laser trapping and cooling experiments is their traditional dependence on bulky and expensive lasers and atomic beams, but work at Wieman's lab seems likely to change that. Wieman says he has cooled atoms to much less than 1 mK with a system that costs about $1,000, as compared to about use a small glass bulb that contains a dilute vapor of cesium atoms. And in place of the normal laboratory lasers, the Colorado lab's system uses two tiny and inexpensive diode lasers that are each split into three beams, with all six focused on a spot in the center of the bulb. As the atoms move around the bulb, they are caught in the focus of the laser trap and held there. Although the whole trap takes up only "half a desktop," it is powerful enough to hold tens of millions of cesium atoms at a time. It is cheap enough and simple enough to be used in an undergraduate physics laboratory, Wieman says, and it's way ahead of the state-of-the-art equipment of just 31/2 years ago. It could introduce a whole new generation of researchers to the joys of making atoms jump through hoops.
* On page 1109 of this issue, Ronald C. Desrosier and his colleagues at the New England Regional Primate Center in Southborough, Massachusetts, report that they have identified and cloned a simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) that will reliably cause AIDS-like symptoms-and ultimately death-in rhesus monkeys. SIV has already been shown to cause a simian form of AIDS, but the infectivity and pathogenicity of wild strains of the virus is variable. The significance of Desrosier's work is that it starts with a thoroughly characterized virus-not a wild virus grown in culture but a clone with a known sequence that consistently causes disease.
HIV and SIV are closely related, both genetically and biologically, and simian AIDS closely parallels the human disease. By using this new cloned virus, scientists can design experiments that will help reveal just how this retrovirus causes disease. "It's some of the most exciting stuff that I've heard," enthuses Dani Bolognesi, an AIDS researcher from Duke University School of Madison. "With this clone and mutants of it he has a handle on resolving issues of pathogenesis." And that's just for starters. In studies conducted both at the New England Regional Primate Center and the California Regional Primate Center, Davis all 11 monkeys inoculated with the SIV clone became infected and half died within 1 year. Murray Gardner, an AIDS researcher at the University of California in Davis, says Desrosier's animal model is "the gold standard." "Using this model you can do the systematic, grunt science-the step by step things that have to be done to work out the best vaccine and the best treatment," says Gardner.
Desrosier has already launched on three separate lines of research. First, he is studying how the virus changes in its host over time and how those changes correlate with the progression of disease. "We have an experimental system derived from a single DNA molecule, whose sequence we know, and we've been able to precisely measure the rate at which the envelope gene mutates as a function of infection of the animal," says Desrosier. "This is really the first time that anyone has ever been able to quantitate the rate of genetic change in an infection of animals." A second direction is to study the so-called nonessential genes in the SIV genome. Like HIV, SIV has several genes-including rev, vip, vpr, and nef-that are thought to regulate the virus's growth, but they are called nonessential because the virus will still grow in tissue culture even after they have been removed. Desrosier believes it may be a different story in vivo. "Some of [the nonessential genes] might play a role in getting the virus into certain secretions, like vaginal fluid or semen," he says. "Now we have the capability to look at each of these 'nonessential' genes and ask if they're essential for the pathogenic potential of the virus. If so, they would become targets for drug development." Finally, Desrosier is studying how the virus's affinity for different types of cells changes during the course of an infection. For example, Desrosier's SIV clone does not grow in macrophages in the laboratory. But virus recovered from one monkey just before it died did grow in those cells. Intriguingly, this was the only monkey that exhibited granulomatous encephalitis, rash, and giant cell pneumonia. Could these particular symptoms be related to a change in the virus that makes it target macrophages? Gardner points to one other crucial issue that is resolved by Desrosier's work. All by itself, the SIV clone causes disease in otherwise healthy animals. "This is what virologists and others want to have as the ultimate proof that a virus is the etiologic agent," says Gardner. "This is the sine qua non. This nails it down." And if SIV infection is all that is needed to cause simian AIDS, that's one more indication that HIV is all that is needed to cause human AIDS. n JOSEPH PALCA 1078 SCIENCE, VOL. 248
